Although high resolution ultrasonography (US) is helpful in the differentiation of suture granulomas from recurrent thyroid cancer in most cases, a definite diagnosis cannot always be made. We report a case that mimicked recurrent thyroid cancer on US and 2-[fluorine-18] fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET), but diagnosis of a suture granuloma was confirmed by a US-guided fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB). In order to avoid unnecessary operations, the differential diagnosis between postoperative suture granulomas and recurrent cancer is important.
INTRODUCTION
High resolution ultrasonography (US) is widely used in the evaluation of the local recurrence of thyroid cancer in the thyroid bed and regional lymph nodes.
1,2 Specifically, US is commonly used in patients who underwent a partial thyroidectomy because thyroglobulin level alone is not helpful in detecting tumor recurrence due to the presence of the other thyroid. Although the typical US findings of suture granulomas (a complication of thyroid surgery) are well known, 3 benign lymph nodes and suture granulomas may mimic tumor recurrence on US. We report a case that was considered to be a local tumor recurrence by both US and 2-[fluorine-18] fluoro-2-deoxy-Dglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) images, but was confirmed to be a suture granuloma on a US-guided fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB).
CASE REPORT
A 39-year-old woman visited our department for a follow-up US after undergoing a right thyroidectomy six months prior due to a papillary carcinoma. The preoperative thyroid US showed an ill-defined hypoechoic mass, measuring 1.5 cm, in the right thyroid (Fig. 1) . It was confirmed to be a papillary carcinoma by FNAB. However, there was no evidence of nodal metastasis in the imaging study. A right lobectomy was performed, but iodine 131 therapy was not done because the left thyroid remained. The routine postoperative follow-up US, performed six months after surgery, showed a hypoechoic nodule with an irregular shape, measuring about 0.6 cm, in the right thyroidectomy bed (Fig. 2) . Hyperechogenic lines, which are highly suggestive of suture granulomas, 3 were not detected on the US. Upon physical examination, abnormal masses were not palpated nor was there any tenderness around the neck. Because only a right thyroidectomy had been done, the thyroglobulin level was not helpful in the diagnosis. A PET scan was performed to obtain additional information about the nodule in the operation bed. A few foci of mildly increased FDG uptake in the region of the right thyroidectomy bed were seen (Fig. 3) . A region of interest was placed over this area and the average standard uptake value (SUV) was taken (SUV = 2.91). Because we could not rule out tumor recurrence in the operation bed, a US-guided fine needle aspiration was performed. The cytologic diagnosis was a suture granuloma, without evidence of tumor recurrence (Fig. 4) . During the two-year follow-up period, the lesion shrunk.
DISCUSSION
Suture granuloma is a rare complication of thyroid surgery and is known to occur after the use of non-absorbable suture materials deep within the skin. The pathogenesis of suture granulomas involves two steps. 4 The first step is the initial reaction of the tissue, which reflects the amount of injury inflicted by the passage of the 
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needle. After the initial reaction subsides, the second step occurs. In this step, the suture material causes specific inflammatory reactions.
Suture granuloma can occur anywhere in the body after a variety of operations. 3, 5 Eldridge et al. 6 reported that the time lag between the operation and the formation of a suture granuloma was helpful in for differential diagnosis. They reported that almost all suture granulomas developed within two years of the operations, but others 3 reported that the time interval varied from several months to years. Therefore, time interval was not a reliable diagnostic tool in differentiating between recurrent cancer and suture granulomas. Suture granuloma is clinically important in cancer patients because it can mimic tumor recurrence. Several authors reported that high resolution US was helpful in differential diagnosis, 3, 5 but their cases mainly involved of suture granulomas after abdominal surgery. In a study by Rettenbacher et al., 3 the characteristic US finding of suture granulomas was a well-defined, hypoechoic lesion with hyperechoic double lines (rail-like lines) and/or a single line. In our case, there were no characteristic US findings of suture granulomas. Recently, Titton et al. 2 reported that lesions developing in the operation bed after thyroidectomy with features suspicious of malignancy should be confirmed by FNAB. The characteristic malignant sonographic features include a marked hypoechoic echogenecity, microcalcification, taller than wide in shape, blurred margin, irregular shape, and intranodular blood flow in Doppler sonography. In our case, sonographic findings were more similar to recurrent cancer ( Fig. 2) than to a suture granuloma. Therefore, FNAB was done for confirmation. Khan et al. 7 reported that PET was useful in detecting recurrent differentiated thyroid cancer. They indicated that the specificity was relatively less than sensitivity because inflammatory lesions could show hot uptake in FDG PET. Although false positive findings in PET were reported in other malignancies, 8 only one case of suture granuloma was reported in a PET study that investigated the effectiveness of PET for the detection of melanoma metastases. 9 This study reported that the false positive result was present due to a suture granuloma. In summary, although US and PET are useful in differentiation of suture granuloma from local tumor recurrence in cases when the characteristic feature can be found. However, because suture granulomas may mimic recurrent thyroid cancer on US and PET, cautious interpretation is required. Therefore, a US-guided FNAB may be mandatory for confirmation of the diagnosis. 
